Abstract. We use the Grauert-Grothendieck complex on differentiable spaces to study basic relative forms on the inertia space of a compact Lie group action on a manifold. We prove that the sheaf complex of basic relative forms on the inertia space is a fine resolution of Bryliski's sheaf of functions on the inertia space.
Introduction
In his paper [Bry87b] , Jean-Luc Brylinski studies the cyclic homology theory of the smooth crossed-product algebra A :" C 8 c pGˆM q associated to a manifold M which carries a smooth action of a Lie group G. The crossed-product algebra carries the convolution product˚defined by (1.1)`u˚v˘pg, xq :" ż M upgh, h´1xq¨vph´1, xq dµphq for u, v P A , pg, xq P GˆM .
The symbol µ hereby denotes a fixed left-invariant Haar measure on G. Brylinski asserts in his article that the Hochschild homology HH k pA q of the (topological) algebra A coincides naturally with the space Ω k b.r. pM {Gq of so-called basic relative k-forms. The sheaf complex of basic relative forms will be constructed in Section 3. Despite it being a sheaf complex over the orbit space M {G, basic relative forms are defined as forms on the so-called loop space (1.2) Λ 0 pG˙M q :" ď gPG tguˆM g Ă GˆM which essentially consists of a disjoint union of the fixed point manifolds M g , g P G of the smooth action GˆM Ñ M together with an appropriate topology on it. In Section 3 we will also see that the loop space carries even the structure of a differentiable stratified space. Brylinski has also claimed in [Bry87b] that the sheaf complex of basic relative forms is a resolution of a certain sheaf B on the orbit space M {G. The section spaces of that sheaf over O Ă M {G open are given by (1.3) BpOq :" f P C 8 Λ0 ps´1 |Λ0 π´1pOqq | f is G-invariant and f pg,´q locally constant for all g P G (
. Hereby, the map s |Λ0 : Λ 0 pG˙M q Ñ M is given by s |Λ0 pg, pq " p, π : M Ñ G{M is the orbit projection, the sheaf C 8 Λ0 is defined as the sheaf of continuous functions on the loop space which are locally restrictions of smooth functions on GˆM , the G-action on Λ 0 pG˙M q is given by the diagonal action with conjugation in the first coordinate, and the function f pg,´q for f P C 8 pΛ 0 pG˙Mand g P G is the map M g Ñ R, p Ñ f pg, pq. Since the sheaf B has been defined first in [Bry87b] , we call it Brylinskis's sheaf.
For the proof that HH k pA q is isomorphic to Ω k b.r. pM {Gq, Brylinski refers to the unpublished paper [Bry87a] , a proof of the second claim is missing.
The purpose of these notes is to shed some light onto Brylinski's sheaf B and the sheaf complex of basic relative forms. We interpret the latter as a certain subcomplex of the Grauert-Grothendieck complex of differential forms on the loop space of the G-manifold M . Then, in Theorem 3.1,we show that it is what it is claimed to be: an acyclic complex of fine sheaves whose cohomology in degree zero coincides with Brylinski's sheaf B.
Let us mention that the cyclic homology theory of crossed product algebras has been studied also by Block-Getzler [BG94] and Nistor [Nis93] . Moreover, Farsi-Pflaum-Seaton have described in [FPS15b, FPS15a] 
Differential forms
In this section, we will define the Grauert-Grothendieck complex of differential forms on a differentiable space pX, Oq which we allow to be non-reduced. To this end consider first an affine open subset of X and let ι : U ãÑ r U Ă R n be a singular chart. Denote by I ι the ideal sheaf in C 8 r U such that O |U -ι´1pO ι q, where O ι is the restriction of the sheaf C 8 r U {I ι to ιpU q. We then define Ω 0 ι as the sheaf O ι and, for k P N˚, the sheaf Ω k ι as the inverse image sheaf (2.1) Ω
The latter equality holds true because O |U -ι´1pΩ 0 ι q, and because the sheaf Ω
so that we obtain a complex of sheaves`Ω ‚ ι , d˘over U . In the following we will show that the sheaf complexes`Ω ‚ ι , d˘glue to a sheaf complex`Ω ‚ , d˘on X, when ι runs through a singular atlas of pX, Oq. To construct the gluing maps we will proceed by proving a sequence of lematas.
Lemma 2.1. Let ι : U ãÑ r U Ă R n and κ : U ãÑ p U Ă R m be two singular charts of pX, Oq for which there exists a smooth embedding H : p U ãÑ r U such that Hp p U q is closed in r U and such that the pullback H˚:
induces an isomorphism of locally ringed spaces`H |κpUq , H˚˘: pκpU q, O κ q Ñ pιpU q, O ι q. Then there exists a unique isomorphism of sheaf complexes η κ,ι : Ω
Proof. By construction we have the following canonical identifications
Denote by I Ă C 8 p r U q the vanishing ideal of Hp p U q. The pull-back morphism H˚:
Since H˚J ι Ă J κ and since d commutes with H˚, pull-back by H induces a surjective map denoted by the same symbol
This map is injective since Proof. After possibly shrinking r U we can assume that Gp q U q is closed in r U as well. For every smooth function f P C 8 p r U q we then have
That implies that the actions of H˚and G˚on Ω k ι pU q coincide. Likewise HV " GV for all open V Ă U , hence η κ,ι is independent of the particularly chosen embedding H.
By the embedding theorem A.3 there exists a singular chart λ :
of an open neighborhood Ă W x of λpxq such that ι |Wx " H˝λ and κ |Wx " G˝λ, and such that Hi nduces an isomorphism from pιpU q, O ι q to pλpU q, O λ q and G˚one from pκpU q, O κ q to pλpU q, O λ q. By Lemma 2.1 we obtain isomorphisms of sheaf complexes η λ,ι : Ω Lemma 2.3. Given two singular charts ι : U ãÑ R n and κ : V ãÑ R m of pX, Oq there exists a unique sheaf morphism η κ,ι : Ω
for each x P U X V and each singular chart λ :
Application of Lemma 2.2 and the embedding theorem A.3 a last time entails the final lemma.
Lemma 2.4. Assume that ι : U ãÑ R n , κ : V ãÑ R m , and λ : W ãÑ R l are three singular charts of X. Then the following cocycle condition holds true over the intersection U X V X W :
The cocycle condition holding true for any triple of singular charts entails that the sheaf complexes Ω k ι glue together to a global sheaf Ω k X on X. This sheaf is the sheaf of abstract k-forms on X. We sometimes denote it briefly by Ω k . By construction, each of the η κ,ι commutes with the exterior differential d, hence the operators
So finally we obtain a sheaf complex`Ω ‚ X , d˘of commutative differential graded algebras. The complex of global sections`Ω ‚ pXq, d˘will be called the Grauert-Grothendieck complex of X.
Remark 2.5. For X Ă C n a complex space or algebraic variety, the complex Ω ‚ pXq of abstract forms on X has been first constructed by Grauert [GK64] and Grothendieck [Gro66] using sheaves of holomorphic respectively regular functions. In [Spa71, §4.], Spallek has given a construction of the sheaf of k-forms of class C 8 on an affine differentiable space pX, Oq which essentially corresponds to the one given here in Eq. (2.1). It is claimed in [Spa71] that given a (singular) atlas for pX, Oq, the sheaves of k-forms over affine domains induce a global sheaf of k-forms on X. Several details of the corresponding construction, in particular a verification of the cocycle condition, are missing. pM q can be identified with the space of smooth families pω y q yPN of forms ω y P Ω k`p´1 pyq˘. The differential acts fiberwise on pω y q yPN which means that
If the underlying map p is projection onto the first factor of a product NˆM , one can identify Ω
with the sheaf of smooth sections Γ 8 p´,^ks˚T˚M q, where s : NˆM Ñ M is projection onto the second factor. More precisely, one has in this case a sequence of sheaf morphisms, whose composition is an isomorphism: After these preliminary remarks we now assume that G is a compact Lie group acting on a smooth manifold M . By G˙M we denote the corresponding action groupoid. More precisely, this is the Lie groupoid with arrow space GˆM , object space M , source map s : GˆM Ñ M , pg, pq Þ Ñ p, target map t : GˆM Ñ M , pg, pq Þ Ñ gp and multiplication m : pG˙M q p2q Ñ GˆM , pph, gpq, pg, pqq Ñ phg, pq defined on the fibered product pG˙M q p2q :" pGˆM q sˆt pGˆM q. The unit map of the action groupoid is u : M Ñ GˆM , p Þ Ñ pe, pq with e denoting the identity element of G, and the inversion map is GˆM Ñ GˆM , pg, pq Þ Ñ pg´1, gpq. We will denote the orbit space of the action groupoid G˙M by M {G, and the orbit map by π : M Ñ M {G. For more details on Lie groupoids see [MM03] .
The space Λ 0 pG˙M q defined in Eq. (1.2) corresponds to the loop space of the action groupoid G˙M that means to the space of all pg, pq P GˆM such that spg, pq " tpg, pq. Since Λ 0 pG˙M q is a closed subspace of the manifold GˆM , the loop space inherits from the ambient manifold the structure of a differentiable space. We denote the canonical embedding by ι : Λ 0 pG˙M q ãÑ GˆM . Since by its definition the loop space is locally semialgebraic, it carries a minimal Whitney B stratification, so Λ 0 pG˙M q becomes a differentiable stratified space. For simplicity, we denote the loop space shortly by Λ 0 . Moreover, we denote the structure sheaf of smooth functions on Λ 0 by C 8 Λ0 , and the sheaf of smooth functions on GˆM vanishing on Λ 0 by J . Now consider the Grauert-Grothendieck complex Ω ‚ Λ0 of differential forms on the loop space. Following Brylinski, we define the sheaf Ω k Λ0ÑG of relative forms on the loop space as the quotient sheaf
The graded sheaf Ω ‚ Λ0ÑG inherits from Ω ‚ GˆMÑG a differential turning it into a sheaf complex. Let us give another representation of the sheaf or relative forms on Λ 0 . To this end observe that the pull-back bundle s˚T˚M induces a monomorphism of bundles^ks˚T˚M ãÑ^kT˚pGˆM q, hence the following morphism of sheaves:
Here, Γ 8 Λ0 p´,^ks˚T˚M q stands for the sheaf of smooth sections of the vector bundle^ks˚T˚M Ñ GˆM over the subspace Λ 0 . In other words, the section space Γ 8 Λ0 pU, Eq for U Ă Λ 0 open can be identified with the quotient space Γ 8 p r U , Eq{J p r U qΓ 8 p r U , Eq, where r U Ă GˆM open is chosen so that r U X Λ 0 " U . Since the composition of sheaf morphisms in (3.1) is an isomorphism, the sheaf morphism (3.3) induces a canoncial identification
where r U is chosen as before. For a section ω P Γ 8 p r U ,^ks˚T˚M q we denote its image in Ω k Λ0ÑG pU q by rωs. Since Λ 0 is the union of the fibers tguˆM g , g P G, the relative form rωs can be identified with the smooth family pω g q gPG of restrictions ω g :" ω |M g , and any smooth family pω g q gPG of forms ω g P Ω k pM g q gives rise to a unique relative form on the loop space. Under this identification the differential of rωs " pω g q gPG is given by the smooth family pdω g q gPG .
Next recall that the G-action on M gives rise for each p P M to the normal space N p M :"
where O p denotes the G-orbit through p. The family N˚associating to each p P M the conormal space Np M Ă T˚M is a smooth generalized vector subbundle of the cotangent bundle T˚M in the sense of Drager-Lee-Park-Richardson [DLPR12] . Note that under the isomorphism between the tangent and cotangent bundle induced by a riemannian metric on M the generalized vector bundle N˚becomes a generalized distribution in the sense of Stefan-Suessmann, cf. [Ste74, Sus73] . The restriction of N˚to an orbit or a stratum of fixed orbit type is a vector bundle; see [PPT14] . After these preparatory remarks it is clear that^kN˚, k P N˚, is a smooth generalized vector subbundle of^kT˚M . Likewise, if one puts
g q˚is a smooth generalized vector subbundle of^kT˚M g for every k P N˚. The space Ω k h.r. pU q of horizontal relative k-forms over U Ă Λ 0 open is now defined as Ω k h.r. pU q :" rωs " pω g q gPG P Ω k Λ0ÑG pU q | ω pg,pq P^kNp for all pg, pq P Λ 0
Obviously, we thus obtain a subsheaf Ω k h.r. Ă Ω k Λ0ÑG having these spaces as its section spaces. Now observe that the G-action on the cotangent bundle T˚M coming from the G-action on M induces a G-action on relative forms, hence we can speak of invariant relative k-forms. These are exactly those rωs P Ω k h.r. pU q which satisfy (3.4) ω phgh´1,hxq phv 1 , . . . , hv k q " ω pg,xq pv 1 , . . . , v k q for all pg, xq P U and h P G such that phgh´1, hxq P U and v 1 , . . . , v k P N x . Note that by definition invariance of rωs does not depend on the particular choice of a representative. If one writes rωs as a smooth family pω g q gPG of forms ω g on U X M g and if U is G-invariant, invariance of rωs can be equivalently expressed by (3.5) h˚ω hgh´1 " ω g for all g, h P G.
This relation implies in particular that the differential on Ω ‚ Λ0ÑG maps an invariant family pω g q gPG over a G-invariant open U to the invariant family pdω g q gPG . Since the G-action on T˚M leaves the conormal bundle N˚invariant, we can even speak of invariant horizontal relative k-forms. Now we are ready to put for O Ă M {G open . This follows from Cartan's magic formula since it entails for rωs " pω g q gPG P Ω k b.r. pOq, g P G, and every element ξ of the Lie algebra g g of the centralizer G g :" Z G pgq of g the equality
where ξ M g denotes the fundamental vector field of ξ on M g . So we finally obtain a complex of sheaves pΩ , dq is even a complex of fine sheaves. To formulate our main result let us remind the reader that we denote by B Brylinski's sheaf over the orbit space M {G and that this sheaf has section spaces given by (1.3).
Example 3.1. As an example let us consider the S 1 -action on R 2 by rotation. We parametrize S 1 by e 2πiθ , where θ P R. In coordinates, the action is expressed as
The loop space is given by
The minimal stratification of Λ 0 pS 1˙R2 q is given by the decomposition into the strata S 0 " t1up R 2 ztp0, 0qu, S 1 " pS 1 zt1uˆtp0, 0qu, and S 2 " tp1, p0, 0qqu. Using the given parametrization of S 1 it is clear that in a neighborhood of the subset t1uˆR 2 Ă Λ 0 pS 1˙R2 q the loop space looks like a neighborhood of t0uˆR 2 in the space
The loop space is smooth around each point of the stratum S 1 , hence to describe the sheaf of smooth functions on Λ 0 pS 1˙R2 q we need to only understand how smooth funtions on Λ 1 0 look around a neighborhhod of the origin. To this end let I Ă C 8 pR 3 q denote the ideal of smooth functions vanishing on Λ 1 0 . If f P I, then f " θg for some g P C 8 pR 3 q and with θ : R 3 Ñ R denoting here the projection onto the first coordinate. Since f vanishes on the θ-axis, g does so, too, hence g " xf 1`y f 2 for some f 1 , f 2 P C 8 pR 3 q. We obtain the representation f " θxf 1`θ yf 2 . Therefore, the differential graded ideal IΩ ‚ pR 3 q`dI^Ω ‚ pR 3 q Ă Ω ‚ pR 3 q consists of all sums of forms of the form
where ω 1 , ω 2 P Ω k pR 3 q and ω 3 , ω 4 P Ω k´1 pR 3 q. Now observe that in the space of relative forms Ω k R 3 θ Ñ R pR 3 q the form dθ vanishes. Moreover, the pullback of a relative form of degree k ě 1 to the stratum R˚ˆtp0, 0u vanishes as well. One concludes that, for k ě 1 the space
of relative k-forms on Λ 1 0 can be identified with the space of smooth families pω θ q θPR , where
So one concludes that Ω k Λ0pS 1˙R2 qÑS 1`Λ0 pS 1˙R2 q˘-Ω k pR 2 q for k ě 1 and that, under this ismor-
, where the latter denotes the space of basic k-forms on R 2 . In case k " 0, one has Ω 0 b.r.`R 2 {S 1˘-C 8 pR 2 {S 1 q. Finally in this example, Brylinski's sheaf can be identified with the sheaf (over the orbit space) of G-invariant locally constant functions on R 2 .
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a compact Lie group acting on a manifold M . The sheaf complex pΩ It remains to show that that cochain complex of sheaves is exact, meaning that for each orbit O P M {G the complex of stalks B O ãÑ Ω ‚ b.r.,O is exact. To this end we proceed in several steps. In the first step we consider the case, where M is a finite dimensional vector space V carrying a linear G-action, and where O " t0u, the orbit through the origin. Choose a G-invariant scalar product on V . Assume that B Ă V is an open ball around the origin, and consider the homothety h : r0, 1sˆV Ñ V , pt, vq Ñ tv. The homothety h leaves each of the subsets B g Ă B invariant, and commutes with the G-action. Hence
is a well-defined operator, where Ω´1 b.r. is Brylinski's sheaf B, h t equals hpt,´q : B Ñ B, v Þ Ñ tv, and ξ t : B Ñ T B is the vector field given by ξ t :" B t h t . Cartan's magic formula implies that
r. pBq and k P N, since h1 acts by identity on`ω g˘g PG ,`h0 ω g˘g PG " 0 for k ě 1, and h0 ω " ωp´, 0q for k " 0. Hence
,O is exact when O " t0u. In the second step we come back to the general case of a G-action on an arbitrary manifold M . Choose a G-invariant riemannian metric η on M . Let p P M be a point, O the orbit through p, and 6 ] entails that the G-action on M induces an action of the isotropy group G p on the slice S p :" exppBq and that the exponential map intertwines the G p -actions on N p and S p . Moreover, the exponential map procvides an equivariant diffeomorphism between GˆG p B and the G-saturation U :" G¨S p of the slice. It therefore suffices to verify the claim for the case where M has the form GˆH B with H Ă G being a compact subgroup and B an open H-invariant ball around the origin of a finite dimensional H-representation space V , and where O is the orbit through the point re, 0s P GˆH B. From now on we will consider only this setting. Note that here and in the following we will denote by rg, vs the equivalence class of a point pg, vq P GˆB in GˆH B.
In the third step we provide a description of the tangent bundle T pGˆH V q. To this end choose a biinvariant riemannian metric on G. Let Q be the foliation of G given by the orbits of the canonical right action of H on G. For each g P G let E g be the orthogonal complement of the tangent space T g O to the leaf of Q through g. One thus obtains a vector bundle E Ñ G which is invariant under the left action of G on T G and invariant under the right action of H. The latter follows from the fact that the right action of H on G maps leaves of Q to leaves, since g expptξqh " gh exp`t Ad h´1 pξq˘for all g P G, h P H, ξ P h, and t P R. One concludes that E can be identified with the trivial bundle Gˆm, where m is the orthogonal complement of h in g. Now call two elements pΞ, pv, Xqq, pZ, pw, YP EˆT V " EˆVˆV equivalent, if there is an h P H with Ξ " Zh and hpv, Xq " pw, Y q. We denote by rΞ, pv, Xqs the equivalence class of pΞ, pv, Xqq P EˆT V . One checks immediately that the quotient space of EˆT V by this equivalence relation can be canonically identified with the tangent bundle T pGˆH V q. Under this identification, an element of the tangent space T rg,vs pGˆH V q -mˆV over the footpoint rg, vs P GˆH V has a unique representation of the form rpg, ξq, pv, Xqs with ξ P m and X P V . For later purposes let us remark that if rg, vs " rg 1 , v 1 s, i.e. if pg 1 , v 1 q " pgh´1, hvq for some h P H, then rpg, ξq, pv, Xqs " rpg 1 , ξ 1 q, pv 1 , X 1 qs with ξ 1 " ξh´1 and v 1 " hv. In the following step we will denote the equivalence class rpg, ξq, pv, Xqs shortly by rξ, Xs pg,vq . open neighborhood U Ă X such that pU, O |U q is an affine differentiable space. By a morphism of differentiable spaces we understand a morphism of locally R-ringed spaces pf, ϕq : pX, O X q Ñ pY, O Y q between differentiable spaces pX, O X q and pY, O Y q.
Locally, a differentiable space pX, Oq can be embedded into euclidean space. We call an embedding ι : U ãÑ R
n over an open U Ă X together with a morphism of differentiable algebras ι˚: C 8 pιpUÑ OpU q such that`ι˚px 1 qpxq, . . . , ι˚px n qpxq˘" ιpxq for all x P U a singular chart for pX, Oq if these data induce an isomorphism of locally R-ringed spaces pι, ι˚q : pU, O |U q Ñ`ιpU q, C 8 |ιpUq {J ι˘, where J ι is the kernel of the morphism of sheaves ι˚: C 8 |ιpUq Ñ O |U . By a singular atlas of pX, Oq we understand a family A of singular charts such that the family of domains tdompιqu pι,ι˚qPA is an open cover of X. If pX, Oq is reduced, the embedding ι : U ãÑ R n completely determines the singular chart pι, ι˚q, because ι˚then is just pullback by the embedding. By abuse of language we denote a singular chart even in the non-reduced case just by the embedding ι : U ãÑ R n . The following result shows that around a point of a differentible space the minimal embedding dimension is given by the dimension of the Zariski tangent space. V ãÑ R n such that ιpV q is closed in r V and such that H˝ι |V " κ |V .
Definition A.4. A stratification S of the topological space X underlying a differentiable space pX, Oq is said to be compatible with pX, Oq or just with O if for each stratum S P S and singular chart ι : U ãÑ R n the image ιpS X U q of the stratum under ι is a submanifold of R n . We call a differentiable space pX, Oq together with a compatible stratification S of X a differentiable stratified space.
Example A.1. Typical examples of differentiable stratified spaces are real or complex algebraic varieties and orbit spaces of compact Lie group actions on manifolds. In [PPT14] it has been shown that the orbit space of a proper Lie groupoid carries the structure of a differentiable stratified space in a natural way.
